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1. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
Let T be a compact operator on a Hilbert space H. It is well-known that 
(T*T)1/2 is a nonnegative compact operator on H, and its spectrum consists 
of a countable number of eigenvalues, which are all nonnegative, with 0 
the only possible accumulation point of the spectrum. The singular numbers 
of T are defined to be the eigenvalues of (T*T)lj2, each of which is counted 
as many times as its multiplicity. The singular numbers {s~(T)}~~,, of T are 
enumerated in decreasing order and, for the sake of simplicity, O’s are 
supplied to the sequence if the operator (T*T)l/* has only a finite number of 
eigenvalues. The singular numbers play a significant role in the Theory of 
Operators [l, 31. The present work is an attempt to generalize the notion 
of singular numbers for compact operators on a Hilbert space to bounded 
linear operators between normed linear spaces. 
There are a number of equivalent formulations for singular numbers that 
do not involve the inner product, and so they are readily applicable to bounded 
linear operators between normed linear spaces. Before stating them, we first 
introduce some notations and definitions in the general setting of normed 
linear spaces. Let E and F be two real or complex normed linear spaces and 
let L(E, F) denote the normed linear space of all bounded linear operators of 
E into F with the usual supremum norm. If A E L(E, F) and if the range 
A(E) of A in F is of finite dimension, then A is called an operator of finite 
rank. The dimension of A(E) is called the rank of A and is denoted by r(A). 
I f  M is a subspace of E such that dim(E/M) = n is finite, then M is said to be 
finite codimensional with codim M = n. We write T lM to denote the 
restriction of an operator T to the subspace M. Finally we recall the definition 
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of nth diameter of a bounded subset in a normed linear space first introduced 
by Kolmogorov. Let V be the closed unit ball of a normed linear space F. 
For a bounded subset B of F, n = 0, 1, 2,..., the nth diameter d,(B) of B is 
defined to be 
d,(B) = inf{d > 0: B C dV + G, G is a subspace of E, dim G < n}. 
In 1957 Allahverdiev showed that for a compact operator T on a Hilbert 
space H, n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
s,(T) = inf{ii T - A /I: A EL(H, H), v(A) < n}. (1.1) 
Another formulation for singular numbers that does not involve the inner 
product is given by 
~07 = 4z(T(W (1.2) 
where U is the closed unit ball of H (see [3, Chap. 2, Theorems 2.1 and 2.21). 
Now if we apply formulas (1.1) and (1.2) to a bounded linear operator T 
of a normed linear space E into a normed linear space F, we obtain two 
nonincreasing sequences of nonnegative numbers, which will be denoted by 
64 T>KLo and FM T)Ko9 respectively. Following Pietsch, we refer to there 
numbers as approximation numbers of T and call a,(T) and 6,(T) the nth 
a-number and nth a-number of T, respectively. a-numbers were studied by 
Pietsch in [8]. Mitiagin [6] used a-numbers to characterize nuclear spaces. 
We mention here that for T EL(E, F), the a-numbers of T tend to 0 if and 
only if T is the limit of a sequence of operators of finite rank, and consequently 
T is precompact. Since a bounded set B in a normed linear space is precom- 
pact if and only if limnem d,(B) = 0 [9, Satz 9.1.41, it follows that an operator 
T is precompact if and only if its a-numbers tend to 0. 
In the present work, we utilize a third formulation for singular numbers 
that does not involve the inner product to obtain a new type of approximation 
numbers. If  T is a compact operator on a Hilbert space H, then we have 
s,(T) = inf{jl T jM 1): J!Z is a subspace of E, codim M < n}. 
This follows from the Schmidt expansion of T: 
(1.3) 
T = f Si(T) (., 4fi , 
i=O 
where {e,} and {fi} are two orthonormal systems in H, and the fact that any 
subspace of H of codimension <n has a nonempty intersection with the 
subspace spanned by e, , e, ,..., e, . By applying formula (1.3) to a bounded 
linear operator between normed linear spaces, we obtain the following 
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DEFINITION 1.1. Let E andF be normed linear spaces and let T E L(E, F). 
For n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., the nth /I-approximation number of T, or simply the 
nth /?-number of T is given by 
/3,(T) = inf{li T I,,, 11: M is a subspace of E, codim M < n}. 
It is clear that 
(1.4) 
II T/l = P,(T) 3 A(T) 3 P,(T) 3 -.a 3 0. 
Since for a subspace M of E, 11 T IM 11 = /I T 1~ // , we can consider only closed 
subspaces M of E in (1.4). It is useful to note that a closed subspace M of E 
is of codimension <<n if and only if there exist n elements a, , us ,..., a, in 
the dual E’ of E such that 
M = {x E E: (at, x) = 0, 1 < i < n}. 
It is our main purpose here to develop and extend the notion of approxima- 
tion numbers. A number of results are obtained concerning relationships 
between different types of approximation numbers, and relationships of 
approximation numbers with nuclear maps and quasinuclear maps. 
2. THE BASIC PROPERTIES OF /~-NUMBERS 
We will list below some basic properties of p-numbers; many of them are 
direct extensions of properties held by singular numbers of compact operators 
on Hilbert space (e.g., see [I]). Following immediately from the definition, 
we have 
THEOREM 2.1. Let E, F and G be normed linear spaces and let c be a scalar, 
then 
(4 for S, T in L(E,F), I’L+~(S + T) < /L(S) + MT); 
(b) for T EL(E, F), B&T) = I c I ,4(T); 
(c) for T E L(E, F), S E L(F, G), ,&+,(ST) < ,&(S) ,&(T); in particular, 
Aa(ST) f II S II /L(T), MST) < P,(S) II T II - 
LEMMA 2.2. For T G L(E, F), any positive integer n and any E > 0, there 
exists an operator A E L(E, F) with r(A) < n such that 
II T - A II < (n1/2 + 1 + 6) (/L(T) + 6). 
Proof. For E > 0, there exists a subspace M of codimension <n of E 
such that 
II T IM II < B,(T) + E. 
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Now there exists a projection P of E onto M with 11 P 11 < n1i2 + 1 + l [2]. 
Let A = T(I - P), then A E L(E, F) with r(A) < n. Furthermore, 
THEOREM 2.3. An operator A EL(E, F) is of rank <n if and only ;f 
k&(A) = 0. 
Proof. If A E L(E, F) is of rank <n. Let M = ker A, then M is a subspace 
of codimension <n of E and A IM = 0. Thus, fin(A) < )I A jM // = 0. Con- 
versely, if /3J,A) = 0, then by Lemma 2.2, there is a sequence {Ak} of opera- 
tors in L(E, F) with r(A,) < n for all k = 0, 1, 2,..., such that 
Iurn 11 A, - A I/ = 0. 
Since the subset of operators in L(E, F) o rank <n is a norm-closed subset f 
of L(E, F), it follows that r(A) < n. 
COROLLARY 2.4. If T E L(E, F), A EL(E, F) with r(A) < k, then 
Btc+n(T) < AdA + T) < L-k(T). 
Proof. Since r(A) < k, we have pK(A) = 0. Hence 
Bk+n(T) = ,h+n(T + A - 4 G MT + 4 + /&(A) = MT + 4 
If n - k > 0, then we also have 
,&(A + T) < /L(T) + P,(A) = A-0’). 
THEOREM 2.5. For T, S in L(E, F), 
I ,&CT) - /USN < II T - S Ii . 
Proof. For each subspace M of codimension <n of E, 
II T lzv II ,< II S /M II 4 ll(T - Sh II G II S IM II + II T - S II > 
and so we have 
that is, 
P,(T) <IL(S) + II T - S II , 
P,(T) - MS) < II T - S /I . 
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Interchanging the role of T and S, we also have 
MS) - P,(T) d !/ T - S II . 
THEOREM 2.6. For T E L(E, F), 
P,(T) < s(T) < W* + 1) /‘L(T). 
Proof. It is immediate from Lemma 2.2 that 
s(T) G W2 + 1) P,(T). 
(2.1) 
On the other hand, for E > 0, there exists an operator A in L(E, F) with 
r(A) < n such that I/ T - A I/ < an(T) + E. Let M = ker A, then M is of 
codimension <n in E, and 
Since E is arbitrary, we have pn(T) < an(T). 
In relation to (2.1), we note (see [9, Lemma 9.1.61) that for T EL(E,F) 
and n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
s,(T) < an(T) < (n + 1) UT). 
As a main result in this section, we have the following dual relation that 
connects the p-numbers to the S-numbers: 
THEOREM 2.7. Let E and F be normed linear spaces. For T EL(E, F), 
n = 0, 1, 2 ,...) 
Pn(Tn) = U’T), 
where tT is the transpose of T. 
Proof. We denote by U and V the closed unit balls of E and F, respec- 
tively. We note first that the closed unit ball of the dual F’ of F is the polar V” 
of V. For a given E > 0, there exists a subspace G of E’ with dim G < n such 
that 
Let 
tT( V”) C (d#T( V”)) + 6) U” + G. 
M = {x E E: (a, x) = 0 for all a E G}, 
then M is a subspace of codimension <n of E, and for any x E M, I/ x j! < 1, 
II TX II = ;yg I<Tx, b>l = “,yg I<x, -)I < 4dtWo)) + E. 
IlblKl IlbiKl 
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Since E is arbitrary, we have 
Conversely, given E > 0, there exists a subspace M of codimension <cn 
of E such that I/ T I,+, [I < Pn(T) + E. For each JE tT(V”), there is BE V” 
such thatf = tTy. Considering the restriction/ lM of/ to M, we have 
Now we extend f  jici to the whole space E to a linear form /‘E E’ with 
lip”’ II -c AU) + 6. Let 
G = {a E E’: (a, x) = 0 for all x E M}, 
then G is a subspace of dimension <<n of E’, and since for all x EM, 
(Pp - f’, x) = 0, we have p* - p’ E G. Therefore, 
P=(~-~P’)+~P’E(~,(T)+E)UO+G, 
that is, tT( V”) C &(T) + 6) U” + G. Since E is arbitrary, 
S,(T = dn(Q”(V’)j G,&(T). 
As a consequence of Theorem 2.7 and the Schauder’s Theorem, we are 
able to present the following characterization of precompact operators due 
essentially to Lacey (see [4], Theorem III 2.31) in a more concise way. 
COROLLARY 2.8. An operator T E L(E, F) is precompact if and only ;f 
li,m p,(T) = 0. 
We mention here without giving proof the following fact that if T E L(E, F) 
is of rank r(T) < n + 1, then 
MT) = UT). 
It is interesting since the p-numbers depend only on the range T(E) of T no 
matter what the second space F that T(E) is embedded into, while the 
a-numbers of T depend actually on the “size” of F. 
The rest of the section is devoted to the estimation of lower bounds for the 
P-numbers. 
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LEMMA 2.9. Let E be an arbitrary normed linear space, F be a normed linear 
space of dimension n + 1 and let T EL(E, F). If there exists an operator 
S EL(F, E) such that for some constant c > 0, it is true that for all y E F, 
then we have 
II TSY II b c II Y II 3 
/L(T) II S II 2 c. 
Proof. Since F is of dimension n + 1, a subspace of codimension n of F 
is l-dimensional, and hence from Theorem 2.1(c), 
In view of Theorem 2.6, clearly Lemma 2.9 is an improvement of the 
following result (see [9], Lemma 8.1.4): If E, F and T are as in Lemma 2.9 
and if there exists an operator S E L(F, E) such that the product TS is the 
identity map on F, then (I S /I an(T) 3 1. 
For 1 <p < co and n = 1,2,..., we denote by t,“) the normed linear 
space of all n-tuples [ = (fl , [a ,..., 5,) with the [,-norm: 
and 
II 5 II = i I Ei I 
i=l 
for 1 <p < cc 
II E II = “UP I & I forp = co. 
EXAMPLE 2.10. Let {Ai} be a sequence of numbers such that 
A, > A, > A, 2 -..>A,~-**~0 
and let T be the diagonal map of kD into CD defined by 
T: & 4 &; {&I + m% 
where 1 < p < cc. Then for n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
MT) = An+1 .
Proof. We consider here only for the case 1 < p < 00. The case when 
p = 00 can be proved in a similar way. If we choose 
M = (5 E f,,: & = 0 for 1 < i < n}, 
then M is a subspace of codimension n of 8, , and clearly 11 T I,+, 11 = h,+l . 
Hence we have /3,&T) < Xn+l . 
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Conversely, let F = tr+‘), and let S EL(F, /J be the inclusion map: 
S:F-+ tD; {&I - {& , En ,*a*, &z+1 , 0, L>. 
Then ]j S jj = 1 and for any {Ei} E F, 
Hence by Lemma 2.9, we have 
Am 3 An+1 * 
Actually it is easy to see that for the diagonal map Tin Example 2.10 that 
4T) = FL(T) = UT) = An+1 . 
3. p-NUCLEAR MAPS AND ~-QUASI NUCLEAR MAPS (0 <p < 1) 
For p > 0, we call a sequence (/lJ of numbers p summable if 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let E and F be normed linear spaces and let 0 < p < 1. 
A map T EL(E, F) is called p-nuclear if it admits a representation 
(3.1) 
where {hi} is a p summable sequence of nonnegative numbers, ai E E’, 
yi EF and I] ai ]I = I( yi Ij = 1 (i = 1, 2,...). 
This definition was first given by Grothendieck [5], where he called them 
“operateurs de Fredholm de puissance p.eme sommable.” In case p = I, 
this defines the nuclear maps. The set of all p-nuclear maps in L(E, F) is a 
linear space and will be denoted by N,(E, F). If we define a nonnegative 
real-valued function vD on N,(E, F) by 
1lP 
T E N,(E, F), 
where the infimum is taken over all representations (3.1) of T, then v,(T) 
is a quasinorm on N,(E, F) for 0 < p < 1, and it is a norm (the nuclear norm) 
for p = 1. If F is a Banach space, then (N,(E, F), v,) is complete. We simply 
write v and N(E, F) for vr and N,(E, F). 
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DEFINITION 3.2. Let E and F be normed linear spaces and let 0 < p < 1. 
A map T EL(E, F) is called p-quasinuclear if there exists a p summable 
sequence {hi} of nonnegative numbers and a sequence {ai} of elements in E’, 
11 ai 11 = 1 (zY = 1, 2,...) such that for all x E E, 
(3.2) 
When p = 1, this gives quasinuclear maps. The set of all p-quasinuclear 
maps in L(E, F) is a linear space and will be denoted by N,Q(E, F). I f  we 
define a nonnegative real-valued function yp* on N,O(E, F) by 
l/P 
T E N,W, F), 
where the infimum is taken over all sequences {&} that satisfy (3.2), the 
v,Q( T) is a quasinorm on N,c’(E, F) for 0 < p < 1 and it is a norm for p = 1. 
If  F is a Banach space, then (N,Q(E, F), v,Q) is complete. We simply write 
JJQ and NQ(E, F) for vlQ and NrQ(E, F). 
It is well-known that if H is a Hilbert space and T E L(H, H), then 
T E N,(H, H) (0 < p < 1) if and only if its singular numbers form a p 
summable sequence, and in this case, 
In general, suppose E, F are normed linear spaces, 0 < p < 1. It is shown by 
Pietsch [8] that a map T E L(E, F) whose a-numbers form a p summable 
sequence is p-nuclear, and in this case 
lin 
. (3.3) 
We will show below (Theorem 3.6) that a map T G L(E, F) whose ,&numbers 
form a p summable sequence is p-quasinuclear. Moreover, the inequality 
corresponding to (3.3) is also true. Thus, we may regard B-numbers as a 
“quasi” version of a-numbers just as quasinuclear maps are to nuclear maps. 
First we state the well-known lemma due to Auerbach: 
LEMMA 3.3 (Auerbach). Let E be an n-dimensional normed linear space. 
Then there exists a basis {x, , x2 ,..., xnj for E and a subset (al , a2 ,..., a,> of E’ 
such that 
II xi II = II ai II = 1, (Ui , Xj) = 6ij (i,j = 1, 2 ,..., n). 
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Consequently, if x E E with 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let E be a normed linear space and let M be a bounded 
subset which is contained in an n-dimekonal subspace of E. Then there exist n 
elements x1 , x2 ,..., x, in E with [I xi II = d,(M) (i = 1, 2,..., n) such that 
MC jJ Api: 1 Xi 1 < 1, i = 1,2 ,..., n . 
I i=l 1 
We make the following conventions: Let B, , B, ,..., B, be n subsets of a 
normed linear space E, then we write 
B, +B, + ... +B,= f~~:x~~B~,i=1,2 ,..., n . 
1 i=l 1 
I f  (Bn)~--1 is a sequence of subsets of E, we write 
B, + B, + -.. + B, + ... = z Bi: J is a finite subset of Z+ , 
where Z+ is the set of positive integers. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let M be a precompact subset of a normed linear space E. 
Then there exists a sequence {B,)zz’=l qf subsets qf E such that 
(a) 4,(&J < %-,(W; 
(b) B, is contained in a subspace qf dimension < 2n-@; 
(c) ThesetB,+B,+*~*+B,+***isdenseinM. 
Proof. For each n = 1, 2 ,..., there exists an (2” - 2)-dimensional sub- 
space F, of E such that 
MC 2d,s-,(W u + F, , 
where U is the unit ball of E. For each x E M, each n E Z+, we choose an 
element z(x, n) EF, , which depends on x and n such that for some y  E U, 
x = 2dzn-,(Wy + 4x, n), 
and hence 
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Let.&={(, ) x x n : x E M} (n = 1,2,...), then A, is contained in a subspace 
of E of dimension < 2” - 2, and 
is dense in M, which follows from the fact that M is precompact and so 
lip dzn-&M) = 0. 
Note that A, = (0). Now we define a sequence {B,}z=r of subsets of E 
as following: Let B, = A, - A, = A,. For n 3 2, we define B, in the 
following way. For each z E &+r , there exists x E M such that 
II x - .z II d 24n+&f). (3.4) 
For this X, there exists an element x(x, n) E A,, such that 
II x - 4% 411 < 2&L&w, 
and hence together with (3.4) we have 
We define now 
(3.5) 
B, = (z - x(x, n): z E A,+1 , z(x, n) is chosen as above}. 
Clearly B, is contained in a subspace of E of dimension 
< 2”+1 - 2 + 2” - 2 < 2n+s and d&B,> G 4&-z(M) 
by (3.5). Thus, the sequence {Bn}zzP=l satisfies the conditions (a) and (b). To 
see that it also satisfies condition (c) we note that for it = 2, 3,..., 
A,+,CB,+A,CB,+B,-1+-..+Bl, 
and hence 
fi A,CB,+B,+.+.+B,+.... 
?L=l 
This implies that B, + B, + *-* + B, + *.a is dense in M. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let 0 < p < 1 and let T E L(E, F) whose &numbers form a 
p summable sequence, then T is p-quasinuclear and 
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Proof. Let 
L = (2 /3pqp. 
i=O 
It suffices to find a sequence {a,} of elements in E’ such that the sequence 
(11 ai /I> is p summable; for all x E E, 
!I 25 il < f I(%, x>l “’ and < 22+(3/p)L. 
i=l 
Let M = tT( YO), where V is the closed unit ball ofF. Since j&( T) = d,(M) 
by Theorem 2.7, 
(~ldnp(M))l’p=L < 00. 
Now M is precompact, and hence by Lemma 3.5 there exists a sequence 
RJ,m_l of subsets of E’ such that 
(4 do&J < 4&-s(M); 
(b) B, is contained in a subspace of dimension <2n+2 of E’ and 
(c) thesetBr+B,+*..+B,+.*.isdenseinM. 
By Corollary 3.4, each n = 1, 2,..., there exist 2n+2 elements an,k in 
E’, K = 1, 2 ,..., 2nf2, such that j/ an,k I[ < 4d,,-,(M) and 
We see that 
= 22n+3 f’ 2”-ld;n-,(M) s 22”+3 z. d,“(M) 
TZ=l 
= 23P4-3LP < co. 
Moreover, for each element a E Bl + B, + B3 + .‘., a is of form 
a = c c An,ka%k I Lk I < 1, 
n=l k=l 
and so for each x E E, 
m 2”fZ 
i(x9 a>l < c c ban.k>l. 
n=l k=l 
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Therefore, by (c) it follows that for each x E E, 
The result now follows enumerating un,k (n = 1, 2 ,...; k = 1, 2 ,..., 2n+*). 
Naturally we would ask if the converse of Theorem 3.6 holds, or more 
generally, if the summability of approximation numbers can completely 
characterize the p-nuclear maps and p-quasinuclear maps (0 <p < I) as 
they do in the Hilbert space case. Our answer to these questions is negative 
as shown by Example 3.10. We give some lemmas first. 
LEMMA 3.7 (Phelps [7]). Let a(l), a(*),..., aIn) be n vectors in the (n + I)- 
dimensional Euclidean space Rn+l, and let x = (x1 , x2 ,..., x,+~) be an element 
in Rn+l with 1 xi / < 1 for all i (1 < i < n + 1). Then there exists 
Y = (yl ,y2 ,...,Y~+~) in R”+l such that 1 yi j < 1 for all i (1 < i < n + l), 
1 yj j = 1 at least for onej (1 <j < n) and 
for all k (1 < k < n). 
LEMMA 3.8. Let M be a closed subspace of codimension < n of co , where 
c,, is the Banuch space of all sequences of real numbers that tend to zero with the 
supremum norm. Then for any integer m > n, there exists an element x E M 
such that the set 
{iEZ+:IxiI =lix11,i<m) (3.6) 
contains no less than m - n integers. 
Proof. Since M is closed with codimension <n, there exist n elements 
&‘, a(2) ,..*, utn) in the dual 8, of c,, , such that 
M = {x E cO: (x, u(~)) = 0, 1 < k < n}. 
We choose an element x E M with jl x jl < 1. Let the set (3.6) be denoted by 
R,(x) and let the complement of R,(x) in the set (1,2,..., m} be denoted by 
S,(x). There is nothing to prove if R,m(x) contains no less than m - n 
integers. So we suppose that the set S,(X) contains more than n integers. 
We order the integers in S,(x) in their natural order and let S, be the set 
of first n + 1 integers in S,(x). By Lemma 3.7 there exist n + 1 numbers 
xi’), i E S, such that 
(a) 1 $1 < 1 for all i E S,; 
(b) ] XII) ] = 1 for at least onej E S,; 
(c) ,z *,a?) for 1 < I2 < n. 
1 1 
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Now we write x(l) for the sequence defined as follows. If  i E S, , then ~8) 
is as obtained above; if i $ S, , then let a@) = xi . Since the sequence x h, z 
has only a finite number of terms which differ from the terms of x E c,, , it is 
clear that x(l) E c0 . Moreover, I/ x(l) 11 = I and R,(x(l)) contains at least one 
more element than R,(x) by (a) and (b). From (c) it follows that x(l) EM. 
If RVr(xo)) contains still less than m - n integers, then we repeat what we 
did before: Let S, be the set of first n + 1 integers of S,(x(i)) and apply 
Lemma 3.7 once more to find ..t+) E M such that R,(x(~)) contains at least 
one more integer than &(x(r)). It is obvious now that we obtain the element 
required in the statement after repeating the same procedure no more than 
m - n times. 
EXAMPLE 3.9. Let {Ai) be a sequence of numbers such that 
Then for the diagonal map T defined by 
P,(T) = 2 4. 
i=?L+1 
Proof. It is easy to see that 
(3.7) 
Conversely, let M be a closed subspace of c,, of codimension <n. For any 
E > 0, let m be an integer such that m > n and Cy?a=nz+l hi < E. From Lemma 
3.8, there exists an element y  E M, jj y jl = 1 such that the set R,(y) contains 
no less than m - n integers. Therefore, 
Since E is arbitrary, 
Since M is arbitrary, the equality (3.7) follows. 
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Clearly the map T in Example 3.9 is nuclear, but for a suitable sequence 
{hi} its p-numbers, and hence by Theorem 2.6 its a-numbers, is not summable. 
In fact, for any 0 < p < 1, the map T can be made to be p-nuclear for a 
suitable sequence {A,}, but its a-numbers and p-numbers are not p sum- 
mable. However, for 0 < p < 1, we have following 
THEOREM 3.10. For 0 < p < 1, the /l-numbers of an p-quasinuclear map T 
is (p/( 1 - p)) summable, and 
(34 
Proof. Let T E N,Q(E, F) and let E > 0 be given, then there exist sequences 
&XL E G+, bJL in E’, 11 a, j/ = 1 (n = 1, 2 ,...) such that for all x E E, 
II TX II G f A, 1(x, a,>l and < v,Q(T) + E. 
7&=1 
We may assume that the sequence (A,) is nonincreasing. We define 
P: E--e,, x + {A;‘“@{ , x)}. 
Since 
we have 
We define 
Since 
/I Pll < 2 hiu 1’2* 
( ) i=l 
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there exists a linear map Q defined on the closure JP(E) of JP(E) into the 
completion P of F with /) Q /j < (C,“=, hnp)1/2 such that T = Q(JP). But l2 
is a Hilbert space, and hence Q can be extended to a linear map defined on l2 
with the same norm, which will be denoted also by Q. Now since J is a 
diagonal map, by Example 2.10, we have 
A(T) ,< II Q II A(J) II P II G 
Therefore, 
~o/?+“(T))ll-p)‘9 ,< /(El A,y)s’(l-*) $ A,“)/ (l-*)” 
Since c is arbitrary, (3.8) follows. 
For a suitable sequence {hi}, Example 3.9 also provides us with an example 
to show that Theorem 3.10 can not be improved. In conclusion to this section 
we observed that by Example 3.9 and Theorem 3.10, we obtain incidentally 
the foilowing inequality: If 0 <p < 1 and if (hi)& is a nonincreasing p 
summable sequence of positive numbers, then the sequence (c& h,}z& 
is (p/(1 - p)) summable, and 
4. SOME CHARACTERIZATIONS OF NUCLEAR SPACES 
Let E be a locally convex space, and let e(E) denote an arbitrary but fixed 
fundamental system of neighborhoods of the origin in E formed by convex, 
balanced and closed neighborhoods of the origin in E. If U E a(E), then the 
Minkowski functional p, of U is a continuous seminorm in E with the 
property that U = (X E E: pc(x) < l}. Let rrU be the canonical map of E 
onto the quotient space E/kerp, , then 11 . //u defined by 
II T&h = P”(X) XEE 
is a norm on E/kerp, . We write E, for the normed linear space E/ker P, 
endowed with the norm Jj * IJU . We note that if U, V E g(E) and V C U, 
409!46/2-4 
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then there exists a canonical map K,,, EL(&) E,) such that the following 
diagram commutes: 
E 
A locally convex space B is called nuclear if for each U E g(E), there exists 
V/E 6(E), VC U such that the canonical map Kv,o is quasinuclear (e.g., 
see [9, 4.1.21). We note that 
(a) If  T EL(E, F), S EL(F, G) and if the &numbers of T and S are 
p summable and 4 summable (p, 4 > 0), respectively, then by the Holder’s 
inequality and Theorem 2.1 the p-numbers of the product ST E L(E, G) form 
an s summable sequence, where l/s = I/p + l/q (cf. [9, Theorem 8.2.71); 
(b) The p-numbers of the product ST EL(E, G) of two quasinuclear 
maps T EL(E, F) and S EL(F, G) form a 2 summable sequence (cf. [9, 
Theorem 8.4.51). 
By Theorem 3.6 together with the remarks (a), (b) above, we have 
(cf. [9, Theorem 8.6.11) 
THEOREM 4.1. Let E be a locally convex space. If E is nuclear, then for all 
p > 0,jor any U E %(E), there exists V E e(E), V C U such that the /3-numbers 
of the canonical map K,,,, E L(EV , E”) form a p summable sequence. 
Conversely, if there exists p > 0 such that for any U E G?(E), there exists 
V E q(E), V C U and the P-numbers of the canonical map K,,” E L(Ev , E,) 
form a p summable sequence, then E is nuclear. 
Let E be a locally convex space, U E a(E). I f  B is a subset of E that is 
absorded by U, then we write d,(B, U) for the nth diameter d,(rr,(B)) of the 
set r,(B) in the normed linear space Ea . It is easy to see that 
d,(B, U) = inf(d > 0: B C dU + F, F is a subspace of E, dim F < n). 
We note that if V E %(E), V C U, then dR( V, U) = S,(K,,u). A characteriza- 
tion analogous to Theorem 4.1 is that a locally convex space E is nuclear if 
and only if for some p > 0 (for every p > 0) it is true that for each U E q(E), 
there exists V E e(E), V C U and d,(V, U) is a p summable sequence 
(see Cd). 
As another application of Lemma 3.5, we give below a second characteriza- 
tion of nuclear spaces. Let U E q(E), p, the Minkowski functional of U. 
A sequence (x~} in E is called p,-absolutely summable if 
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We write for B C E, 
conv-““(B) 
for thepu-closed convex balanced hull of B, that is, the closure in the topology 
induced by the seminorm p, in E of the convex balanced hull of B. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let E be a locally convex space, U E B(E), 3 a subset of E 
that is absorbed by U. If B is contained in the p,-closed convex balanced hull of an 
pU-absolutely summable sequence {x,] in E, then 
Conversely, if 
then B is contained in the p,-closed convex balanced hull of an p,-absolutely 
summable sequence (xJ in E. 
Proof. Suppose {x,} is anpu-absolutely summable sequence in E such that 
B C conv-gu{x,: n = 1,2, 3,...}. By a suitable rearrangement, we may 
assume that the sequence (pu(x,)} . is nonincreasing. For y  E B, y  can be 
expressed as 
y  = 2 i&xi with 
i=l 
gl I 4 I G 1, 
where the summation is taken in the weak topology. If  we denote by F the 
subspace of E spanned by x, , x2 ,..., x, , then dim F < it and 
y = i &Xi + f AiXi E 
i=l i=nSl ( 1 i=;+l hi + F> 
where 
Thus, 
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and hence B Cpr,(x~+i ) U + F, that is, d,(B, U) < pu(x,+i). It follows that 
Conversely, let 
f dk’“(B, U) < co. 
TZ=O 
If we use the seminorm p, in place of the norm in Lemma 3.5, we obtain a 
sequence {B,}z=r of subsets of E such that 
(a) d,(B, , U) < 4d,&B, U); 
(b) B, is contained in a subspace of dim < 2”+a; 
(c) The set B, + B, + ... + B, + ... is p,-dense in B. 
Now if we apply Corollary 3.4 to the sets 2"B, (a = 1, 2,...), we obtain for 
each n = 1, 2 ,..., 2n+2 points xn,i , x,,s ,..., x,,s,,+~ in E such that 
Pu(Xn,k,> < ZP2 * 2” . ~,L,(B, U> 
for n = 1, 2 ,..., and h = 1, 2 ,..., 2n+2, and 2"B, is contained in the p,-closed 
convex balanced hull of points x,,i , x,,s ,..., x,,~,,+~ . Thus, for each 71 > 1, 
B,+B,+*.. +B,=~(2B,)+~(4B,)+...+~(2”B,) 
C convV”U{X,,i: k = 1, 2 ,..., n; i = 1, 2 ,..., 2k+2} 
C conv-sU{xk,i: k = 1, 2, 3,.. .; i = 1, 2,. . . , 2k+2) 
and hence 
B C conv-‘“{xk,i: K = 1, 2, 3 ,...; i = 1, 2 ,..., 2”‘2}. 
Finally we have 
m 2kC2 
& iz P&Q G gl 2”+22k+22”224t&, U> 
= 2' f 23k-3d2K-2(B, U) = 29 f' (2k-1d;;3B, U))' 
k-l k=l 
i 2k-1d;;:2(B, U) 
k=l 
The result now follows enumerating xSSK (n = 1, 2,...; k = 1, 2 ,..., 29. 
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THEOREM 4.3. A locally convex space E is nuclear if and only ;f  for any 
U E g(E), there exists anpU-absolutely summable sequence {x,J in E such that the 
p,-closed convex balanced hull of {xn} is a neighborhood of the origin in E. 
Proof. Suppose that E is nuclear. Let U E g(E) be given. There exists a 
neighborhood V E a’(E) such that 
By Lemma 4.2, there exists an p,-absolutely summable sequence {x,} whose 
p,-closed convex balanced hull contains V, and hence is a neighborhood of 
the origin in E. 
Conversely, if for any U E Q?(E), there exists a p,-absolutely summable 
sequence {xn} in E whose p,-closed convex balanced hull is a neighborhood 
of the origin of E, then there exists VE a(E) which is contained in the 
p,-closed convex balanced hull of {xn>. By Lemma 4.2, we have that the 
sequence {d,( V, U)} is summable, and hence E is nuclear. 
Note. It was pointed out after the present work has been completed that a dual 
version of Example 3.9 was mentioned in a footnote in A. S. Markus’s paper “Some 
criteria for the completeness of a system of root vectors of a linear operator in a Banach 
space,” (Amer. Math. Sot. Transl. 85 (1969)). Because of its interesting proof, 
Example 3.9 is kept here. 
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